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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Planning is now a part of Punjab’s local government system with the planning
responsibilities of TMAs, clearly set out in PLGO. Under the devolved system, the newly
created office of TO(P) has the following functions to perform;  (i)  develop plans; (ii)
develop and apply building controls; (iii) manage CCBs; (iv) implement
commercialization rules; (v) operate Punjab housing development schemes; (vi)
develop site development schemes.  In addition, The PLGO identifies the preparation of
spatial plans (Article 54 a), development plans (Article 54 c) and budget plans, long
term and annual municipal development programs (Article 54 j) as key functions of the
TMAs.  Unfortunately, in majority of TMAs TO(P) office has not been able to perform as
envisioned in the PLGO. Some of the reasons are inadequately skilled staff and lack of
up-to-date maps, necessary equipment and management/ regulation/ and enforcement
mechanisms. As a result, development works are taking place in a piecemeal manner
and lack integrated and coordinated approach.

Punjab Municipal Development Fund Company (PMDFC) was established by the
Government of the Punjab as a specialized organization to help improve the municipal
service delivery in Punjab.  For this purpose Punjab Municipal Services Improvement
Project (PMSIP) was launched in July 2006 with the funding of World Bank. PMSIP
envisages an integrated approach to development for which planning is an integral part.

1.2 PMSIP Planning

The PMSIP thus aims at institutional development of TMAs through improving systems
directly related to their functions and through investments in service delivery. This
objective will be achieved by granting eligible TMAs both capacity grants and
development grants. The World Bank and the Government of Punjab are funding the
Project.

Apart from providing funds for improvement and development of municipal
infrastructure, the key initiative of PMSIP is to assist TMAs in developing their
institutional capacity by providing management support tools like GIS, computerization
of TMA functions, testing laboratory equipment, trainings, establishment of performance
management systems etc.

The most catching feature of the planning exercise is the involvement of the
stakeholders. The objective behind their involvement was to endorse of the prioritized
list by the ones for whom it was prepared.

The Planning exercise is a comprehensive account for the TMA to identify sectors for
efficient allocation of resources on one hand and enhancing their capacity to run the
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projects, on the other hand. This process is hence the amalgamation of technical inputs
and the aspiration of the stakeholders.

1.2.1 Limitations of PMSIP Planning

The PMSIP development grants fund municipal services only.  PMSIP planning
exercise is undertaken at CO Units starting from CO Unit HQ.   The prioritized list that is
developed is restricted to the UCs falling in CO Units.   Hence the PMSIP planning is
not for the entire TMA as it does not take into account the rural area of a TMA.  PMSIP
planning ends at the preparation of prioritized list.

1.3  The Planning Process

The PMSIP Action planning process is a short term process for the rapid
assessment/identification of infrastructure projects.

The Planning Report for Duniya pur has been prepared by active participation of all
stakeholders including elected representatives, UC Nazim, Naib Nazim, councilors, and
TMA officials through meetings, discussions, formal & informal interviews and
workshop. 

To involve the stakeholders in the planning   process, PMDFC made entry point through
meetings with Tehsil Nazim and formulation of Working Groups. Frequent Meetings
were also held with the TMA officials including Tehsil Municipal Officer (TMO) and the
Tehsil Officers (TOs), particularly TO (P&C) and TO (I&S). PMDFC planning team
worked very closely with second line officials of the TO (I&S) office to collect the service
delivery data through pre designed forms.

For socially acceptable and sustainable planning, it was important to   understand the
priorities, living styles, attitude, norms, gender sensitivity, and perceptions of people
about their community and physical development. PMDFC therefore, where possible,
ensured informal consultations and information sharing with the common man.

Apart from consultations with the stakeholders, data relating to urban planning and
infrastructure (both secondary and primary) was also collected for analysis and
preparation of technical list of sub-projects.  The available information through
secondary sources was collected through various documents and publications of the
Government, TMA records, and other development partners. . In addition, GIS map of
Duniya pur was procured by PMDFC and data layers were developed. This proved to
be a powerful tool for spatial analysis, identification of deficiencies in different sectors,
and identification of projects.

The projects identified on technical grounds were then presented in a Stakeholders
Consultative Workshop for validation and prioritization. The capacity building projects
were finalized on basis of consultations with Tehsil Nazim, TMO and other officials. The
planning process is summarized in the following flow chart.
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Fig 1: Flow chart for Planning Process
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1.4 Methodology

A bottom up planning approach has been adopted to derive a list of projects for the
TMA. In this process the political leadership and the community has a significant role,
for which the development is meant for.

The prioritized list of projects would facilitate the TMA to make investment decisions.
This list was developed through a comprehensive exercise of data collection and
analysis, the results of which were then presented before the stakeholders in the form
of a list of infrastructure sub-projects to prioritize.

1.4.1 Sources of Data

In general, there were two sources for data collection:
Primary source
Secondary sources

Primary Source

The methodology for the collection of data was to verify the available information with
the TMA and PMDFC in the field surveys. However, much of the information was added
by actually taking the observations in the field. For example for solid waste
management data for secondary collection points was collected. 

Secondary Sources

The secondary sources for data collection were TMA record, District Census Report,
information from PHED, Housing and Physical Planning department, PMDFC Field
Appraisal Report (FAR), Feasibilities produced by PMDFC etc.

Primary data collected by the PMDFC under its flagship Institutional Development
intervention, Performance Management System (PMS) was a good starting point.
Under PMS road rating surveys were conducted, the results of which were used and
further verified and updated. Similarly park and sanitation connections surveys were
useful source of information as well as the information in respect of water supply, solid
waste collection and street light collected and consolidated by TMA on the forms
developed and provided by the PMDFC.

1.4.2 Visioning

The whole planning process stems from Nazim’s vision for identification of development
projects. Therefore, a preliminary meeting was held by PMDFC with the Tehsil Nazim in
order to shape his vision statement which was then communicated to all of the
stakeholders in the planning process. (What was that vision statement?)  PMDFC
discussed the prospects of the planning process with the Nazim and translated his
vision in concrete and tangible targets.
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Therefore, the Nazim was involved right from the beginning of the planning process
until the prioritized list was developed.

At the end of the planning process, another meeting was conducted with the Nazim in
which whole planning process was reviewed in the light of actual field experiences,
ground realities and all those issues that were not visualized at the start of the planning
process.

1.4.3 Interviews with the stakeholders

To assess the overall situation of TMA Duniya pur, PMDFC held interviews with
stakeholders, i.e. UC Naib Nazims, member of Tehsil council and NGOs.

1.4.4 Formation of the Working Group

A working group comprising of second line officials from the planning and I&S offices
worked very closely with the planning professionals from PMDFC in the preparation of
the plan.

1.4.5 Prioritization Workshop

The list that was developed based on technical recommendation by PMDFC was then
presented before the stake holders including Nazim, UC Nazim, Naib Nazim,
councilors, etc, as they were the best to determine their priorities. This exercise was
done in a workshop, arranged by PMDFC, where the service delivery needs in the
existing system, together with costs, advantages, disadvantages of the development
projects were presented and discussed with the stake holders.
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CHAPTER 2: PROFILE OF DUNIAPUR

2.1 General

Dunyapur was made a Union Committee in 1924 and was raised to the status of a
Town Committee in 1961. In 1991, when Lodhran was awarded the status of district,
Dunyapur was made a Tehsil. After the implementation of Punjab Local Government
Ordinance 2001, it was given the status of TMA.

2.2 Location

Dunyapur is located on the northern side of River Sutluj, and on the north of it is old bed
of river Suck Bias. On its north are the districts of Khanewal and Vehari while Tehsil
Lodhran is on its southern side.

2.3 Area/Demography

Table 2.1: Population projection
Sr. No. Year Population

1 2007 39870
2 2012 47446
3 2017 56454
4 2022 67186
5 2027 79950

Dunyapur Tehsil spreads over an area of 889 square kilometres with a population of
338,080 (as per DCR 1998).  Urban Population of the TMA is 29,153 which is projected
for the next twenty years i.e. population for the year 2007 is 39,870 which is expected to
grow to 79,950 person in 2027.TMA comprises 22 Union Councils (2 Urban and 20
rural) with 1 CO unit namely Dunyapur. Incremental urban population of the tehsil is
given in table 2.2.

Incremental Population (2007-2027)

Population
1998

Incremental Population
1998-2007 2007-2012 2012-2017 2017-2022 2022-2027

29153 10717.96 7574.81 9008.9 10731.38 12764.22

The demographic details of the district are given in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Demographic Details of the District
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(%)

Dunyapur 889 338,080 173,949 164,131 106.0 380.3 8.7 7.4 220,863 2.53

Kahror
Pacca 778 361,532 188,916 172,616 109.4 464.7 20.8 7.1 236,322 2.53

Lodhran 1,111 472,188 246,337 225,851 109.1 425.0 13.9 7.2 282,727 3.06

Source: District Census Report 1998, Population Census Organization, Statistics Division, Government of
Pakistan, Islamabad
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 CHAPTER 3: URBAN PLANNING

3.1 Mapping

A comprehensive mapping exercise under Geographic Information System has been
undertaken in Dunyapur by PMDFC.

Base maps and descriptive maps of road network, water supply, SWM have been
developed, in addition, Union Council Boundary map, Mohallah map, Road Condition
map, Street Light map etc have also been developed.

The exercise would enable TMA staff to use state of art GIS technology and get first
hand experience with techniques of data collection and data analysis.

3.2 Land Use Characteristics

The land use pattern in Dunyapur is haphazard and un defined. The town has
sporadically developed. The town centre has been developed as an integrated whole,
while the surrounding residential areas are scattered with intervening fields.

The central part of the town is purely residential with commercial activities along the
main roads. Kazmi chowk is the hub of commercial activities. Fawara chowk to Kazmi
chowk and Fawara chowk to committee chowk are the main commercial strips. This is
densely populated area. The residential area adjacent to this commercial zone
comprises of irregular street pattern, with narrow broken streets. The housing structures
are old and dilapidated.

There are four graveyards surrounding the central residential area.

The institutions are in the north west of the town. H Q hospital, children park, Boys inter
college, Go down, Grid station, police station, TMA complex, water filtration plant are
situated in this part of the town.

To the extreme west of the town is the 5 marlas scheme. The other 7 marla scheme is
to the north of the town. Other residential settlements are along Dokota road,
Akberabad road,Mailsi road and kehror pacca road.

3.3 City Zones

The city can be divided in two distinct zones.

The central zone
The north western zone
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The central zone can be regarded as predominantly residential with amalgamation of
commercial activities. This zone has high residential density.

This is an unplanned area with irregular street pattern. The commercial corridors are
congested due to traffic, commercial activity and encroachment. This part has four
graveyards.

The north western zone is purely institutional zone. This zone extends from Fawara
chowk to Hospital chowk. This zone is sporadically developed. All of the institutions are
situated along the Hospital road. The area between Fawara chowk and Ghareebabad
road comprises of agricultural fields.  To the extreme west of the town is another
residential zone. This is a 5 marla scheme.

3.4 Housing Typologies

The following information in table 3.1 and 3.2 was collected from District Census report,
Lodhran, prepared in 1998.

Table 3.1: Type of housing structures
Type of

structure
Number Percentage

Pacca 1854 49

Semi pacca 281 7

Katcha 1615 43

Total 3750

Source: DCR Lodhran, 1998

The number of housing units in Dunyapur is 3750. The types of structures that are
pacca comprise 49 % of the total housing structures; whereas semi pacca are 7% and
43% are katcha.

It is evident from the table that about half of the structures are pacca and rest of the
structures is semi pacca and a small number comprises of Katcha structures. It figures
out that majority of the housing structures are not in a good condition. 
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Table 3.2: Housing Facilities
Facilities Percentage
Drinking water 31
Availability of latrines 35
Electricity 80

Source: DCR Lodhrani

While 31% of the housing units have access to drinking water facility, 35% have latrines
and 80% have electricity.

3.5 Growth Directions

The town is growing towards Lodhran-Khanewal by-pass road in the south east
direction. The city growth is curbed towards the western side due to the presence of a
railway track. In the north and southern direction there is no major trunk road present
therefore growth is hampered in these direction.

Major trunk roads that lead towards Khanewal by-pass and Kehror road are attaching
new developments.  Two private housing schemes i.e. Gulshan-e-Mehdi Phase I and
Phase II are present along Mailsi by-pass chowk.

Another private housing scheme Joeya colony is being developed near Kehror chowk.
These housing schemes have followed the formal procedure for the approval through
the TMA Planning office. An amount of Rs.50,000 and Rs. 3,37,270 was submitted as
planning fee for both Phases of Gulshan-e-mahdi respectively and Rs 2.68,000 were
submitted for Joeya colony.

3.6 TO (P) Office

Presently, the post of TO P is lying vacant. Additional charge is with the TO I&S, Haji
mohammad Yaar. Staff positioning in TMA is satisfactory except a vacant sub-engineer
position.

Duniyapur being a small town and the trend of approval of building plans is not popular
with the citizens. The building inspector goes to visit the town once a week and
observes if any development taking place without approval. If he finds so then a notice
is issued for the submission of application fee for the same. Since the percentage of
conversion of use from residential to commercial is very high i.e. 50% of the price of
land value per marla, as a result this fee is never submitted. The fee for construction of
building plan for commercial building is Rs. 5 per marla (covered area). Following Table
provides a comparison of the available posts and filled posts.
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Table 3.3: Staff Position in Urban Planning Wing
S.No Post Sanctioned

Strength
Existing Strength

1 TO (P&C) 1 1
2 Sub Engineer 1 -
3 Building Inspector 1 1
4 Junior Clerk 2 2
5 Naib Qasid 1 1
6 Draftsman 1 1
7 Head Clerk 1 1
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CHAPTER 4: STATUS OF MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Determining the existing status of infrastructure, PMDFC developed pre designed
formats. The data was collected by engineers who worked very closely with the second
line officials of the TMA staff. This information was utilized to determine the status of
service delivery, including required improvements and extensions.  Based on the
analysis, PMDFC identified the following areas (separately for each service):

1. Areas with no service
2. Areas with partial coverage.

3. Areas such as new residential colonies where services are planned to be
provided.

Based on the above analysis, the status of infrastructure services is described below:

4.1 Road Network

TMA Dunyapur and PMDFC have initiated a sub-project. Asian Consultants has
developed a feasibility report for the sub-project. Following information for roads and
street has been taken from FAR prepared by PMDFC and the consultant’s feasibility
report.

The Town is expanding due to urbanization which results in congestion and increased
traffic intensity on all roads. Main roads are subjected to heavy traffic load due to
increasing commercial activities. All

All roads in Dunyapur are provincial highways or district government except one road
that TMA owns i.e. Railway road from Chowk Fowara to Railway Station. These roads
are explained in the following table. Most of town is composed of narrow streets.

Table 4.1: Major roads of the town
No. Name of Road Controlling Department

1. Main Multan road up to Kazmi
Chowk Provincial Highway

2. Dokota road passing through city District Road
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3. Karor Pucca road District Road

4. Baldia road towards Lodhran
Khanewal road (Super Highway). District Road

5. Faizan-e-Madina Road District Road

6. Boys College road from Multan road
to Super Highway. District Road

7. Railway road from Chowk Fowara to
Railway Station TMA Road

Under PMSIP a sub-project is being undertaken. A feasibility study has been completed
for the same. Following is summary of the report.

4.1.1 Existing Condition of TMA Roads

1. The condition of main Multan Road
(Provincial road) passing through the middle
of the town is quite satisfactory. The district
roads are also in satisfactory condition.
There is only one metalled road of TMA i.e.
from Fowara Chowk to Railway Station and is
in relatively better condition as well. The town
mainly comprises narrow winding streets with
open drains on one or both sides. Some of
these streets have been paved with cement
concrete whereas a few others have concrete
pavers. All the remaining streets are
brick-paved and are in an impoverished condition.

2. Due to deteriorated surface of existing brick-paving, people face difficulties while
moving on these streets. When motor bike riders pass on these surfaces, they
raise clouds of dust because of loose soil. This dust becomes a germ carrier and
pollutes all food items which are openly displayed in shops spread over at almost
every corner or junction of streets and also enters in houses thereby creating
unhealthy environment and affect large number of people in these thickly
populated areas.

3. The condition of the TMA roads / streets is bad and is deteriorating over the
period, mainly due to limited financial resources.

4. The ever increasing deteriorating level of streets is affecting the community by
way of:

a. Inconvenience to the users;

Exhibit 1: Main Road in the Town
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b. Health of beneficiaries by way of increased incidence of airborne
diseases;

c.  No proper arrangements for surface runoff;
d. Decreasing coverage and efficiency of urban services including routine

maintenance of existing facilities;
e. Increasing efforts by the community thereby directly affecting the

livelihood / earnings / productivity for better life.

5. The following items of works will be involved for this improvement.

a. Laying of Interlocking Concrete Pavers (ICP);
b. Raising where required;
c. Sub base material / sand bedding;
d. Construction / improvement of cross and longitudinal drainage system.

Without construction / improvement of these streets, it is not possible to
provide proper facility of transportation system in this town and public will
go on facing the inconvenience and difficulties.

6. Upon completion of this improvement, the under mentioned benefits will be
accrued:

a. Good street surfaces will be available to the public, which will improve the
environment of the town;

b. The difficulties and problems faced by pedestrians during  movement on
streets will be eliminated;

c. The commercial activities and business in the town will be improved as
people feel ease in reaching bazaars which are connected to these
streets;

d. Public mental tension, frustration will be minimized;
e. The town will have a better look.

7. The pavement structure design is carried out as per AASHTO Guide-94, the
basic parameters are as under:

a. MEALS   0.54
b. Modulus of Resilience 10.15 ksi (70 MPa)
c. Serviceability Index  2.5

8. Based on the above mentioned parameters and making use of Monograph
developed as per AASHTO Guide-94, the sub base thickness under ICP is 7
inches  and pavers is to be used are 80mm thick. The  7 inches sub base
thickness consists of 5 inches of brick ballast and 2 inches of sand

9. The basic parameters for the design of pavement and anticipated structure
number of pavement are given in the following tables.
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Table 4.2: …….

Description

MEALs
(Million

Equivalent
Axle Load)

Soil Sub Grade

CBR,% MOR-Mpa

Regional
Factor

Serviceability
Index

MEALS 0.54 6 70 1 2.5

Table 4.3: …..
Proposed Design

Subbase Base Course ICP

Thickness SN Thicknes
s SN Thickness SN

Provided
SN

7 0.77 0 0 3.20 1.41 2.18

10. The project comprises of 68 streets. The proposed improvement of streets
comprise:

a. Interlocking concrete pavers 80mm thick, 2 inch thick sand layer, 5 inch
thick brick ballast & compacted earth;

b. Existing brick soling is to be dismantled  and the bricks retrieved to be
used as brick ballast, shortfall to be met with new material;

c. Sewerage system by using 12 inch diameter RCC pipe;
d. Open drains; where street width is insufficient to accommodate RCC

sewers, Punjab Standard Drain Type I;
e. Increase in the height of existing open drain to match with the new level

created by the addition of concrete pavers;
f. Water supply system by using 3 inch diameter G.I pipe, above ground;
g. Drain crossing by providing RCC slabs.

11. The operation and maintenance expenses on completion of the sub project will
be insignificant; the concrete pavers do not require any cost towards their
maintenance.

12. The works covered to meet the above requirements estimate to Rs.32.36
millions.

4.2 Water Supply

The ground water in Dunyapur town is brackish and is not fit for human consumption, a
total of seven (7) tube-wells of 0.75 cusec capacity, having 200’head, 30 BHP motors
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were installed on distributory near Chak No 353/WB at a distance of 9 Kilometers from
the Town by Public Health Engineering Department in 1992-93. Water is brought and
stored in ground tanks and is further pumped by four motors (0.5, 2-0.75 and 1 cusec)
to different networks in the town. Some of it is stored into two reservoir having capacity
of 20,000 gallons each. Water is further regulated by 30 valves placed at various
location in the town (information about valves is placed at Annex A). Water treatment is
done at the storage resources by chlorinators which are installed at the cost of 35
thousands to provide pure water to the population.
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Table 4.4: Road Wise Detail Of Pipe Material
Pipe
Size
dia
(in)

Pipe
Material Road /Area

16 AC
Tube Wells near Chak 353/WB Multan road to Chak
39 mor

16 AC Chak 39 mor to Hospital Chowk
16 AC Hospital Chowk through Northern bye pass to w/works
6 AC W/w to Chak 329

14 AC W/w to Railway road
12 AC Mohallah Arrain to Kazmi Chowk
6 AC Kazmi Chowk to Committee Chowk
6 AC Committee Chowk to office town committee
6 AC Committee Chowk to Bashir Abad

8 AC
W/w to Kamzmi Chowk to OHR 20000 gallon  on 
Kahror Pacca road

6 AC
W/w to Kamzmi Chowk to OHR 20000 gallon  on 
Kahror Pacca road

6 AC Moh Arrain to 5 Marla Scheme
6 AC Kazmi Chowk to Dokotah Chowk
6 AC Kazmi Chowk to Girls College Chowk

4.2.1 Service Level

The water is supplied to the consumers for about 1.5-3 hours and the entire town is
divided into various service zones which are supplied water zone-wise. Details are
shown in Annex A. In certain streets where water mains have not been laid, consumers
have to depend on long service connections which result in excessive pressure losses;
as such reduced supply is available to these consumers.

The maintenance of water distribution system is not so satisfactory. Service
connections for the purpose are either substandard or consumers are tapping water
unauthorized

4.2.2 Underground Storage

The water from the tube wells is stored in underground reservoir of capacity 670,000
gallons and then fed into the water distribution network for use of the consumers.
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4.2.3 Existing Tariff

The existing tariff for water supply is as under:
Domestic consumption Rs.   70 /month
Commercial consumption Rs. 300 / months

4.2.4  Expenditures of Water Supply System

TMA’s expenses towards supply of water have been estimated as Rs.125 / connection
per month, as such subsidized water supply is being provided by TMA.

The expenditure for the previous year was as under:

Electric Bills for Tube Wells/Pumps   Rs.4,000,000
Repair of machinery, etc.     Rs.500,000
Misc.        Rs.200,000
Total        Rs.4,700,000

4.2.5 Water Demand

Existing data from tube wells given in Annex – B suggests that designed capacity of
seven tube wells is 9.0 cusecs or 3.24 MGD. Others are working for an average of 12
hours per day , therefore, operating capacity is 1.62 MGD. Comparing with the above
table the water produced is not fulfilling demand of the present population for average
daily demand. Gap in designed production facilities and Max daily demand is 7.07
MGD. Therefore, more sources of water supply are needed to be identified. There are
many areas that are not served by water supply in Dunyapur. Future growth areas
would demand additional water as shown in above table. Therefore additional sources
would be needed in near future.

Table 4.5: Water Requirements in Dunyapur (2011-2026)

Population Average Daily Demand
(MGD)

Max Day Demand
(MGD)

2006 (38,957) 1.16 1.74
2011(45,969) 1.37 2.05
2026 (75,527) 2.26 3.39

4.2.6 Proposal

Based upon the above data following a proposal is formulated which is given below:

Proposal Rationale Beneficiaries
Improvement and
extension of Water

Dunyapur has developed rapidly as
a town. New areas have developed

Whole town of
Dunyapur
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supply network in
Dunyapur Town
including increasing
more sources of water
and installation of
another rising main.,
rehabitation of existing
tube wells, increasing
storage capacity and
replacing old rusted
distribution points.

that are without essential service as
water supply. There are many
areas that are partially served.
Presently, water is supplied to
households for 1-2 hours. Water is
brackish therefore; citizens are
dependent on municipal water
supply system. Existing tube wells 

4.3 SEWERAGE

4.3.1 Existing Sewerage System

In Dunyapur town sewerage system cover the 68 % housing units of urban area.
Two-disposal stations are now working in the city. One sanitary staff is providing service
to one thousand persons.

Zone-1:  Disposal at Kahror Packa Road near Boys School

This network was also laid by PHED in 1998. The
disposal work is near Boys School . Size of trunk
sewer is 18”. Layout of the system is show in
Sewerage Map. There are 2 collecting tanks at
disposal station (20 ‘dia). There is one screening
chamber (15’ dia.) in fair working condition. Pump
house is of size 15’ having 2 pumps, 40 BHP and
1460 RPM and are in working condition. Boundary
wall length is 400’ and is also in good condition.
PHED has recently provided a 100 KV transformer to
cope with power break downs.

Table 4.6:  Sewerage Data for Trunk Sewer
Size (Dia in) Location

18
Committee Chowk to Bashir abad on boys high
school

18
bashir Abad to Disposal of Boys High school
Road

15
Center basti Noor Pur to Kazmi Chowk/girls
college road

15 Kahroor Pacca road

Exhibit 2
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12 Basti Noor Pur to Kazmi Chowk
12 Dokotah Road to kazmi chowk
12 Mailsi Chowk to Kahroor Pacca Road
12 Kahroor Pacca Road
12 Kahroor Pacca Road
12 Kahroor Pacca Road to boys high school road
12 Mohallah Qazian Road

Sewage is disposed of by sullage carrier to agriculture fields. A 650 feet 16” dia AC pipe
carries the sewage to the field.

Zone-2: Disposal Near Nai Anbadi

This network was also laid by PHED in 2001. The disposal work is on Road. Size of
trunk sewer is 30”. Layout of the system is show in Sewerage Map. There is one
collecting tank at disposal station (15‘ dia). There is one screening chamber (15’ dia.) in
good working condition. Pump house is of size 30’ with 3 old pumps (2 in working
condition) and 2 new pumps are being installed by PHED. It is without boundary wall.

Table 4.7:  Sewerage Data for Trunk Sewer
Size (Dia in) Location

30 grave yard to disposal No 2
27 between Nai Abadi and grave yard

24
Railway Road  bhattian wala mohallah
to grave yard

21
Kazmi Chowk to Bhattian wala
mohallah

15 Fountain Chowk to Old City

12
Dunyapur public school to Fountain
Chowk

12 Nai abadi to Fountain Chowk
12 Old City to Mohallah Qazian Road
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4.3.2 Annual Expenditure for the Previous Year

The annual expenditure for the previous year was as under:

Electric bill for Disposal Station  Rs.700,000
Repairer / Maintenance   Rs.150,000
Total      Rs.850,000

4.3.3 Projections and Future Requirements

The projected domestic wastewater by the year 2011 is shown in Table 4.8. The
wastewater generation in the year 2011 is estimated to be 1.02 million gallons per day
from urban areas and 7.28 million gallons per day from rural areas. The current
estimates (for the year 2006) are also given in the following Table.

Table 4.8: Estimated Domestic Wastewater Generation

Area

Domestic Water Requirements
(Million gallons per day)

Estimated Domestic
Wastewater Generation
(million gallons per day)

2006 2011
Incremental
(2005-2010)

2006 2011
Incremental
(2005-2010)

Dunyapur
Town

1.16 1.37 0.21 0.87 1.02 0.15

4.4 Solid Waste Management    

4.4.1 Existing System
The existing solid waste management system of the town is quite inadequate.  A brief
description of it is given below:-

Estimated total amount of solid waste generated per capita per day = 15.4032
Average amount of solid waste collected per day (tons)                     =   8.24325
Percent of solid waste collected per day                                             = 54%

After sweeping the streets and roads the sanitary workers carry the solid waste in wheel
barrows driven manually and collect at certain collection points. Few years back TMA
tried door to door collection in few wards in oldest part of town that has narrow streets.
Households were supplied with buckets and collection was done by donkey carts each
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day. The experiment received mixed results. Buckets went missing in many cases and
many paid lukewarm response. It still goes in selected places.

Existing Collection Points

The solid waste is being collected at under-mentioned
points in the town for further disposal at dumping
sites. This number of collection points goes on
changing as per needs. Sweeping is done manually
and no mechanical sweepers are available.

The location of these points is shown in Map.
Following table provides details of these points:

Table 4.10:  Location of Collection Points

S .
No.

Location Type Frequency of Collection

1 TMA Road, near Sabzi Mandi Open 2 days
2 NearFountain Chowk, Nai Abadi Open Daily
3 Near Ishfaq Tyre Shop, Railway

Road
Open Daily

4 Opposite Rasheed sewing centre,
Railway Road

Skip Third Day

5 Near Sufi drink point, Railway Road Skip Third Day
6 Near Bodla Road Skip Daily
7 Near Mohalla Arain, Bodla Road Skip Daily
8 Near Girls High School, Bodla Road Open Daily
9 Near Mehfil Hotel, Kazmi Chowk Skip Daily

10 Near Faiz-e-Adil Road Skip Daily
11 Near Muneer hospital and Punjab

Bank, Railway Road
Skip Daily

12 Sabzi Mandi Open Daily

Land fill Sites

Exhibit 3
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No proper land fill site is available in or outside the
town. Presently, solid waste is dumped in open
spaces near Boys College Road creating total
in-sanitary & unhygienic conditions, degrading the
environments of the town, emitting obnoxious
smells and breeding mosquitoes and flies, causing
spreading of communicable diseases. Previously,
solid waste was dumped at various locations
including the depressions near graveyard at Girls
College Road.

4.4.2 Service Level

Due to shortage of equipment and manpower TMA Dunyapur is not able to serve the
entire area of the town.  Some areas have good service delivery level whereas other
having lesser attention gets poor service. Much of the area is un-served and heaps of
solid waste  continue to accumulate in these areas and some of them are removed only
when they exceed the toleration level. The service level in the town is stated as under: -

Table 4.11: Service Level

NAME
Frequency of
Service

Islam pura No
Akbar Abad No
Ghulshan Mhandi No
Yaqoob Arrain Abadi
Ghulshan Mhandi
Joyia Colony
Bashir abad Daily
Bashir abad Daily
Old City Daily
Nai Abadi Daily
Ghareeb Abad No
5 Marala Scheme 15 days or 30 day
Chak No. 329 15 days or 30 day
7 Marla scheme No
Basti Noor Pur Daily
Mohallah Arrian Daily
Bhattian wala Daily
Mohallah Eid gah Daily
Haji Rmzan wala
Mohallah Daily
Tanky Wala Mohallah Daily

Exhibit 4
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Fazal Colony Daily
Rajput Colony

4.4.3 Equipment and Machinery

Solid waste from collection is transported to dumping sites by tractor trolleys. TMA has
presently only two (2) nos. tractor trolleys. One tractor trolley makes 2 trips to the
dumping site. It lifts 1.9 tons/trip (PMS, PMDFC). The other tractor trolley had arm roll
that take skips to dumping site. It makes 11 trips to carry the 11 skips placed at various
points in town (1.131 tons per skip) as shown in map. The entire solid waste generated
cannot be transported by these trolleys because of shortage of mechanical equipment
and manpower. Heaps of solid waste is lying in open spaces of the town.

Table 4.12: Available Equipments

Sr.
No. Description Nrs Present Status

1 Tractors 2 working order

2 Trolly 1 Working order

3 Containers 11 Working order

4 Hanging Drums 100 Working order

4.4.4 Annual Expenditure on SWM

The annual cost towards operation and maintenance of solid wastes is as under:

Establishment   Rs.  735,000
POL     Rs.  300,000
Repair & Maintenance  Rs.  700,000
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Total     Rs.1,735,000

4.4.5 Needs

The town is generating about  tons of solid waste / day which is expected to increase to
around 18.4 ton/day by 2016 and 30.2 ton/day by 2026. The TMA has got a capacity of
managing only around 8.2 ton/day with the existing equipment and manpower. If the
management capacity of TMA is not improved, the town will face serious environmental
threats with heaps of solid waste emerging up in street, bazaars, open spaces and even
in play grounds. Proper landfill site is needed to dispose of solid waste in sanitary way.

4.5 Street Lights

4.5.1 Existing Streetlight System

There is proper streetlight system in Dunyapur Town and lights are fitted on WAPDA
poles with brackets. There is no independent system and conductors are hoisted on
WAPDA poles. The location of street lighting is given as under:-

Total no of Metal road (Highway) in city area    = 05
Total no of roads having street light (Murcury light)   = 05

Table 4.13: Road wise details of Street Lights

S/No Metal roads (High way
road in city area)

Total no of
Mercury lights

No of Mercury
lights not
working

1 Kahror pacca road 19 01
2 Committee road 10 --
3 Railway road 37 01
4 TMA road 19 01
5 Fizan Madina road 15 --
6 Do kota road 19 01
7 Basti noor pir (tube lights) 21 12

Old city (Tube lights) 100 07
Source: PMS, PMDFC

4.6 Slaughter House

Slaughter house was visited by planning team, PMDFC with sanitary inspector.  It is
located at Pasrur road behind Veterinary hospital and is very near to main city bazaars.
It is located on a 10 feet soling road. On all sides of the slaughter house there are open
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grounds but population is catching up and may cause problem to surrounding
population in future. The available space for slaughtering is 60’ x 20’ containing one
large shed that serve as slaughtering hall as well as skinning hall. There is no solid
waste storage place. There is no office. There is enough parking place outside the
slaughter house.

1 Status of Services

Water Supply System

Water is supplied by public water supply with ¾”
GI pipe. There is a small storage tank 200 gallon
capacity places at top of the slaughter house.
There is a hand pump as a secondary source in
case water is not available through public supply.

Drainage System

Effluent disposal is not connected to sewerage
system and is discharged into open ground.
Although, contaminates are not toxic in natures,
but they can introduce bacterial contamination
and increase nitrates, phosphates and sulfates concentration in water, leading to health
problems.

Solid Waste

Solid waste is being dumped in a container placed in front of the slaughter house and
are disposed of occasionally by TMA SWM staff. No treatment is being done on the
solid waste generated. Soil is also being contaminated where solid waste is being finally
dumped. 

2 Existing Establishment

The veterinary doctor is on honorarium of Rs. 800/- per month which is extremely low.
Due to this reason he is not available during slaughtering and he has deputed a
dispenser to check the health of animals. One sanitary worker is attached with the
slaughter house.

     Existing slaughter house capable of fulfilling the present slaughtering requirements
as well as social issues are under control. But in future as needs of town will
increase it must be shifted outside the town. Rows of trees should be planted
around the site that would serve as buffer zone to minimize smell problems. Solid
wastes should be picked up regularly and drainage channel should be developed.

Exhibit 5
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4.7 Fire Fighting

Presently, there is no fire fighting arrangements available in the TMA. But, TMA is
establishing a fire station in office near committee chowk soon. Structure for the
purpose has been completed with a cost of Rs 3,60,000. TMA is procuring a fire engine
with requisite equipment at a cost of Rs. 4.2 million. Staff for fire fighting arrangement
would be hired and trained subsequently.

4.8 Parks            

Presently, TMA is not maintaining any park. As the town is not a planned one and has
scattered housing schemes there was no provision of parks in Dunyapur. TMA is
interested in providing park facility for citizens but availability of land is a big issue in
Dunyapur. Price of land has escalated in recent years and availability had gone down.
According to the planning standards adopted by the government of the Punjab there
shall be at least 5 -7 % of the area under parks.

TMA has indicated a land available in near TMA office owned by district govt. for the
purpose of developing a park.

Table 4.14: Proposal for Park
Sub-project Rationale Beneficiaries

Childrens park There is no park in
Dunyapur. As park is an
essential municipal
service that improves
social life of citizens,
development of park is
necessity in Dunyapur.
There is a large space
earmarked near TMA
office in front of hospital
owned by district govt.
TMA leadership and
staff are of the view that
Dist govt would have no
objection if TMA
develops and maintains
this park.

Citizens living in the
town of Dunyapur and
those who visit is from
surrounding places.
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CHAPTER 5: WORKSHOP ON PRIORITIZATION OF
INFRASTRUCTURE SUB-PROJECTS

Projects identified were based on surveys, analysis and ‘technical judgment’. The
projects identified needed validation and prioritization by the elected representatives of
the people through consultations.

 The following methodology was adopted for the prioritization process.

5.1 Pre-Workshop Consultations

PMDFC held meeting with Tehsil Nazim to discuss and finalize the workshop
methodology. The purpose was to develop a common understanding and build
consensus about the workshop methodology and the proposed projects. The Tehsil
Nazim was requested to invite the participants for workshop and make available
suitable venue for it.

PMDFC briefed how the workshop would proceed, including details about formation of
groups, inter-sector prioritization (i.e. roads vs water supply vs sewerage etc.), followed
by intra-sector prioritization, e.g. in case of roads sector, individual road projects for the
whole town were prioritized.

5.2 Workshop Proceedings

5.2.1 General

The work shop was held on 28th August, 2007, in TMA complex, Dunyapur. It
commenced at 11:00 am and was concluded at around 2:30 p.m.

5.2.2 Workshop Participants

The number of participants was 54. The stake holders were mainly the representatives
of the Tehsil Council and Union naib nazims, from 5 urban UCs of TMA Dunyapur. The
TMA staff  also attended the workshop.

List of participants is appended at the end of this report.

5.2.3 The session

The workshop was formally started with a presentation was given by PMDFC on, the
existing situation of the town and proposed list of sub projects. During the presentation,
the participants took keen interest, and asked a number of questions about the working
of, and already projects under taken by PMDFC. They further updated the information
about the existing situation, e.g. 
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5.2.4 Group Formation

The participants were divided into 5 groups at random, but it was ensured that people
form same UC may not be included in the same group. Each group comprised of 10-11
persons.

In the first round, inter-sector prioritization was done. Each group was given a list of
sectors i.e. roads, water supply, sewerage etc. They were first to label their priority
before each sector e.g. if they thought solid waste management was the most important
problem of the town they were to assign 1 before it, etc.

The results of the Inter sector prioritization were entered into a ‘priority matrix’. In this
matrix, the group-wise sector priorities were entered as assigned by the group
members. Based on the frequency of responses, the inter-sector prioritization was
finalized.

In the second round, group members were asked to prioritize intra-sector projects. Thus
in case of roads, name of individual roads identified were written Intra sector
prioritization matrix. The participants suggested some new projects to be included, e.g.
street lights, which had not been identified by the PMDFC. The priority-wise projects
were then entered in intra-sector priority matrix, and sub-projects finalized on the basis
of frequency of responses.

Thus a prioritized list of projects was developed for TMA Dunyapur, as shown below:

5.3 Prioritized List of Sub-Projects

Sector Sector Priority Schemes

Water supply 1 Improvement of water supply network

Road/Street 2 PMSIP – sub-project

Solid waste
Management 3 Improvement of SWM

Sewerage 4 Improvement/Extension of sewerage
network

Street light 5 Improvement/Extension of street lights

Park 6 Improvement of Park

Slaughter
house 7 -
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Bus stand 8 -

Fire fighting 9 -

The prioritization process calls for the road map for the allocation of resources for the
TMA. It is important to mention here that in Dunyapur,

The Planning process adopted minimizes the selection of projects at random or
biasness, rather it reflects the ground realities and is demand driven. If the projects are
not need based, they are not sustainable for long period of time and become redundant
without any benefit to the community or the user. Even if such projects survive, they
benefit only a specific group of people. It is therefore important for Infrastructure
projects to be need based and both beneficial to and acceptable to the community. To
make it mandatory, the involvement of stakeholders was ensured at all stages of
planning, including the process of prioritization of the development projects.
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CHAPTER 6: INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS

6.1 Capacity Building at TMA Duniyapur

TMA Dunyapur was no different than other TMAs of Punjab in terms of lacking
institutional and individual capacity required to meet post devolution challenges. Initial
field appraisal carried out by PMDFC revealed that:

1. TMA staff was never offered much needed computer training and necessary
hardware essential for creating an automated office environment.

2. Information flow within the TMA and with its stakeholders was quite rudimentary
and means of communication adopted were notice board and word of mouth.

3. The complaint center, a mandatory requirement of PLGO 2001, was not
established in the TMA and despite mandatory resolution of complaints, it lacked
a formal mechanism for complaints’ resolution.

6.2 PMSIP Interventions

As PMDFC is geared towards improving the skills of TMA staff and considers
improvement in service delivery inconceivable without a strong human resource base, it
introduced human resource development initiatives unprecedented at TMA level under
the umbrella of PMSIP. Since, PMSIP aims to improve performance and service
delivery of TMAs - office automation is identified as the first step towards achieving
these goals. 11 staff members were trained at TMA Dunyapur during 2005 -2006. Since
CIDA provided computer training to TMA staff, PMDFC did not offer training afterwards.

6.3 Hands-on training for Complaint Resolution

Section 188 of PLGO 2001 lays down for the establishment of a complaint cell at the
Tehsil level. It states:

“Every District Government, Tehsil Municipal Administration, Town Municipal
Administration and Union Administration shall set up a complaint cell for redressal

of grievances within the ambit of their responsibilities under this Ordinance.”

The Tehsil Nazim and the TMO were involved in setting up a complaint cell at the TMA
office. The complaint cell was established under the supervision of the TMO- Mr. Faiz
Baksh. A standard design of complaint register was developed by PMDFC and the
register was handed over to the TMA.  A 1 day hands-on training was given to the
officials in accordance with the standard operating procedures developed by PMDFC
for complaint resolution.

PMDFC hopes that its ground breaking interventions will go a long way in the human
resource development of TMA Dunyapur and its staff once equipped with right skills set
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can be expected to provide timely, cost effective and reliable services to the citizens of
Dunyapur.

Table:  6.1 Staff Trained under PMSIP

Sr.
No. PMSIP Intervention No. of Staff

Trained
1. Basic computer training 11
2. Complaint tracking system 2

3. Automatic level machine
provision 1

Total 14

6.4 Performance Management System

Performance Management System in TMAs is one of the key institutional development
components of performance improvement plan (PIP) that PMDFC is implementing in
partner TMAs.   PMDFC has taken the initiative of implementing PMS in its partner
TMAs, under the guidance of Mr. Harry P. Hatry and Ms Rittu Nayyar Stone from Urban
Institute Washington and World Bank. In March 05, a team of experts from Urban
Institute visited PMDFC and arranged a two days workshop (19 & 21 March 05) at Hotel
Avari, Lahore on Performance Management System.

6.4.1 PMS in TMA Duniyapur

PMDFC has arranged several workshops, meetings and visits for awareness and
consensus building among the TMA staff. List of Seminars/Workshops in which TMA
Dunyapur was invited is given below:
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Table 6.2: The details of workshops / seminars in which TMA
Duniya pur was invited.

Sr.
#

Date
From To Duration Workshop Title Participants

1 19.03.05 21.03.05 Three
Days

Workshop on PMS Tehsil Nazim,
TMO, All four TOs

2 10.8.05 10.8.05 One day Workshop on “Performance
Management System”

Tehsil Nazim,
TMO, All four TOs

3 29.8.05 30.8.05 Two days
Workshop on “Improving
Service Delivery Through
Strengthening TMAs”

TMO, All four TOs

4 19.11.05 19.11.05 One day

Orientation seminar for
Tehsil Nazims on “Punjab
Municipal Services
Improvement Project”

Tehsil Nazim,
TMO

5 15.12.05 15.12.05 One day Meeting on selection of core
performance indicators

Tehsil Nazim,
TMO, All four TOs

6 24.01.06 27.01.06 Four
days

Workshop on “Improving
Performance Management”

Tehsil Nazim,
TMO, All four TOs

7 03.07.06 03.07.06 One day
Workshop For Tehsil
Nazims on Implementation
of PMS

Tehsil Nazim

8 10.7.06 10.7.06 One day
Workshop on Baseline
Value Procedures for
Service Delivery Indicators

TMO & TO (I&S)

9 18.7.06 18.7.06 One day
Workshop on Rating of TMA
Roads through Trained
Observer

Sub-Engineers

10 19.7.06 19.7.06 One day Workshop on Survey of TMA
Parks Nominated staff

6.4.2 Data Collection & Analysis

Before initiation of PMS, there was lack of data collection and reporting culture
particularly in municipal service delivery. After development of performance indicators
and selection of core indicators, data collection formats were developed and shared
with the TMAs during the two workshops held in July 05 (3 & 10 July). Trainings were
also provided to TMA staff where required for data collection. The last two workshops
were arranged to train the nominated TMA staff for road rating and parks survey. TMA
Duniyapur was then asked to collect and report data on core performance indicators by
the end of July 06, which was used as baseline for year 2006-07.
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It almost takes more than four months to clean the data and get the reports in given
reporting formats. The reporting formats were developed as per discussions with
relevant TMA officials. Data for the reported period was analyzed and its cleaning was
done.

6.4.3 Target Setting

After finalization of baseline values from the month of Dec 06, TMA was facilitated to
set target values against each performance indicator. Target setting was based on the
analysis of present infrastructure, cost of providing services, revenue from services and
available resources for any up-gradation/repair/maintenance of municipal services.
The targets set by TMA Mailsi involved serious discussions with Tehsil Nazim, TMO
and TO (I&S) particularly and other TMA staff.

Table 6.3: The status of baseline 2006-07, 2007-08 and the
targets set by TMA for the year 2007-08

Performance
Indicators

B.L. Value
(2006-07)

B.L Value
 (2007-08)

Target
(2007-08)

Avg. hours of
water supplied to
HH per day

1.5 1.5 1.5

% of solid waste
collected per day

48 51 60

% of street lights
not working during
the month

50 50 40

% of HH
connected to
Sewerage System

35 35 35

% of Roads in
good condition

100 100 100

Avg. No. of people
visiting TMA Park
daily

No Park
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Annex – A

Details of Valves

Valve
No.

Location of
Valve Served Localities

Total
Operational

Hours during
the Month

Avg.
Operational

Hours per Day
During the

Month

1 Over head
tank

Basti bashir abad, boys high
school, imam bargah, mohalla
patyalwi

90.00 3.00

2 Near Shaheen
Electric

Mohalla joyia, dogran, patyalwi,
kumharan & tehsil mohalla 45.00 1.50

3 Al-Shifa
Hospital Basti Naseer abad 31.30 1.04

4
Near Fazal
Fertilizer
agency

Street Basheer khawaja wali
Fazal colony 30.00 1.00

5 Near Khawaja
general store

Sadar bazar, sarafa bazar,
Mohalla kharkharian & dhobian
wala

87.00 2.90

6 Near Madrissa
Arif-ul-uloom

Basti Islampur, noorpur &
dhor-e-wala 43.50 1.45

7 Near Madrissa
Arif-ul-uloom Mohalla motian basti noorpur 44.00 1.47

8 Ara Ali
Mohammad

Mohalla noor masjid, bhata
colony, aadil sher colony, five
marla scheme & chak 329/WB

45.00 1.50

9 Water Works Chak 329/WB & 327/WB 55.00 1.83

10 Near Mumtaz
Hotel

Five marla scheme chak
324/WB north 45.00 1.50

11 Near Railway
Signal Basti kallan wala, khaggae wala 56.00 1.87

12 Near Nori
Masjid

Mohalla rajputtan, Kumharan &
bodla colony 45.00 1.50

13 Water Works Mohalla merassian 30.00 1.00

14 Water Works Bhatta Colony 29.00 0.97

15 Near Mian
Petrolium

Basti bhatian near railway
station 30.00 1.00

16 Near Shop of
Master Hanif

Five marla scheme west &
five marla scheme chak
324/WB

45.00 1.50

17 Near Shop of Basti malkan wali five marla 43.50 1.45
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Master Hanif scheme chak 342/WB

Valve
No.

Location of
Valve Served Localities

Total
Operational

Hours during
the Month

Avg.
Operational
Hours per

Day During
the Month

18
Near Shop of
Din
Mohammad

Basti malkan wali - five marla
scheme chak 342/WB 42.00 1.40

19
Near
Mumtaz
Hotel

Basti talab wali - five marla
scheme chak 342/WB 43.50 1.45

20 Near Pond
(Talab)

Basti talab wali - five marla
scheme chak 342/WB 42.00 1.40

21 Near Railway
Cabin Basti Gharib abad 30.00 1.00

22 Noori Masjid Mohalla kumharan &
rajpottan wala 45.00 1.50

23 Main Street
Joyian Wali

Mohalla joyian & rajpottan
wala 45.00 1.50

24
Near
Al-Shiffa
Hospital

Street Basheer khawaja wali
- Basti naseer abad 30.00 1.00

25 Old Thana
Wali Street

Mohalla araiyan behind old
thana 45.00 1.50

26 Ara Mohalla
Ali Mohalla noori Masjid 45.00 1.50

27
Street
Ramzan
Wali

Street Ramzan Wali 45.00 1.50

28 Near Mian
Petrolium

basti Gharib abad near
railway ststion 30.00 1.00

29
Street
Master
Qamar Wali

Five marla scheme chak
324/WB north 45.00 1.50

30 Near Pond
(Talab)

Basti talab wali - five marla
scheme chak 342/WB 45.00 1.50

Total 1326.80 44.23

Total hours of water supplied to households during
the month = 1326.80

Avg. hours of water supplied to households per day
during the month = 1.47
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Average Operational Hours of Water Supply Pumps Per Day

Pumps
No

Location of Pumps Total
operational

hours during
the month

Avg
operational

hours per day
during the

month
1 Set no 1: water works Dunia pur

city area
182 5.87

Set no ii:water works Dunia pur
city area

65 2.10

2 Water works 5 marla scheme
chak324/WB

204 6.58

3 Water works turbine city area 0.00
4 Water works Chak 329/WB 66 2.13
5 Water works overhead tank 57 1.84

total 574
Source: PMS

Average Operational Hours of Tube Wells Per Day

Tube
well no

Location of tube well Total operational
hours during the

month

Avg. operational
hours per day

during the month
1. Near Chak 351/WB 182 5.87
2. Near Chak 351/WB 0.00
3. Near Chak 351/WB 70 2.26
4. 6.71 208 6.71
5 Near Chak 351/WB 108 3.48
6 Near Chak 351/WB 189 6.10
7 Near Chak 351/WB 288 9.29

TOTAL 1045
Source: PMS data


